Inflation

Use the hand pump supplied with the ARMORVENT. To inflate panels, press the hand pump tip into the valve
located at the bottom of the ARMORVENT. Stop inflating the panel when the bulb no longer presses air into
the panel and/or becomes too difficult to pump by hand. DO NOT INFLATE USING AN AIR COMPRESSOR OR
OTHER AIR PUMP NOT SUPPLIED WITH THE ARMORVENT.
Recommended maintenance includes adding air to tighten the bladder every 7-14 days or as needed. To deflate
your ARMORVENT, press the hand pump tip into the valve to release air.

Break-in

Once both ARMORVENT panels have been inflated, it’s time to break them in. This is an essential step that
prepares the ARMORVENT panels for installation onto your body armor carrier.
Grab the top & bottom of the panel, then roll - bend - rotate the panel back and forth numerous times until
it loosens up. Grab the left & right edges of the panel and repeat. Do this a couple times each way on both
ARMORVENT panels prior to going to the next step.

Installation (concealable vests, outer vest carriers, tactical vests & plate carriers)
ARMORVENT panels are attached to the inside (torso-facing) of your armor carrier.
Do not insert ARMORVENT panels into the ballistic panel pouch.
Step 1: Inflate and Break-in ARMORVENT panels. DO NOT inflate
ARMORVENT panels while attached to the armor carrier.
		
Step 2: Make sure your armor carrier is clean & dry.
Step 3: Lay armor on a flat surface with torso-facing sides facing up.
							
Step 4: Cut the hook tape to proper length (make sure hook tape does not
extend beyond the top or bottom edge of ARMORVENT panels).			

Exposed Loop

Step 5: Apply the adhesive-backed hook tape. Horizontal application is
preferred. Apply the hook tape 24 hours prior to first use.
Step 6: Install the ARMORVENT panels.
Exposed Loop
If there is loop located on your tactical vest, plate carrier or other armor system, then
use the supplied hook tape to create double-sided hook tape. Apply the double-sided
hook tape to the loop areas and the ARMORVENT will securely affix to the carrier.

Care
Do not expose to industrial cleaning products or other chemicals. Do not bleach. Do not dry clean.
Recommend hand washing with wash cloth and a mild detergent. Wipe dry with a clean cloth and allow to air dry

Warranty

ARMORVENT is warranted to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of one (1) year.
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